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A true Icon:  
Step on board the  
ultimate party pad 

TRULY ICONIC

WRIT TEN BY MIRIAM CAIN
PHOTOGR APHY BY Q&K

LENGTH
67.5m (221’5)

BE AM
11.4m (37’5)

DR AFT
3.8m (12’6)

BUILT BY
Icon Yachts

NAVAL  
ARCHITECTURE
Icon Yachts

EXTERIOR 
DESIGN BY 
Redman 
Whiteley  

Dixon

INTERIOR 
DESIGN BY 
Studio 
L inse, 

Amsterdam

YE AR
2010/2014

ENGINES
2 x 12V40000 

M71 MTUs

FUEL  
CONSUMPTION

540lph

SPEED
14/16 knots
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LEFT TO RIGHT  The vast beach club area is one of the largest to be found on a superyacht; Icon’s extended beach club area 
provides easy access to the sea, tenders and water toys; The sun deck has a spa pool surrounded by sun pads; step from 
the hammam directly to the beach club area for a refreshing dip; relax on the beach club after an afternoon of water sports
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ew other yachts have dedicated so much 
space to sun worshipping. Icon’s recent 
refit now provides one of the best pools 

found on a superyacht and an even bigger beach 
club area for sitting and soaking up the sun. 

Delivered in 2010 by Icon Yachts, the original 62.5m 
(205’) vessel was also the shipyard’s inaugural yacht. 
They have since gone on to launch two further yachts 
from the same platform – the award winning Baton 
Rouge and Meridian, as well as the 41.6m (136’5) 
Basmalina II. 

Icon’s refit for her new owner, undertaken at the very 
same shipyard which originally built her, consisted 
of a five-metre transom extension giving an overall 
length of just under 68-metres. Along with interior 
and exterior alterations she has a new gymnasium,  
a vast beach club area, and a large swimming pool  
on her main deck.  

The five-metre extension allowed her new owner 
to heighten her entertainment potential further 
making the vast beach club area one of the largest 
to be found on a superyacht. A passageway from 
the beach club area leads directly forward to the 
lower deck, meaning guests have the considerable 
benefit of being able to access the ocean directly 
from their cabins. An adjacent gym is tucked 
behind smoked glass screens, offering perfect 
privacy for a work out, or alternatively you can 
have a relaxing sauna, or a treatment in the 
hammam before dipping straight into the ocean. 

Reflecting the feel of a traditional beach club, 
the décor is a simple blend of oak and teak, 
complete with a shaded bar and lounging area, 
complemented by a sunning area with deck 
furniture and easy access to the sea, tenders  
and water toys. 

Icon also has a revamped contemporary interior 
and the latest state-of-the-art entertainment 
equipment. Open spaces stretch as far as the  
eye can see – the upper salon is completely  
open plan with hidden TV screens allowing 
maximum flexibility. The main deck salon  
boasts a cinema installation. 

The master suite offers duplex living with access 
to the observation lounge. This can be kept private 
or opened to guests. The four guest cabins on the 
lower deck benefit from direct access to the beach 
club, while the VIP cabin on the upper deck enjoys 
stunning panoramic windows as well as access to 
the entertainment lounge.

Designed for 
extensive world 
cruising, the new 
and improved 
Icon is an example 
of the power of 
design in yachting
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Icon is available to charter in the Caribbean this winter season. 
Prices from US$550,000 per week. Contact your nearest 
Camper & Nicholsons charter broker for further information. 

camperandnicholsons.com  
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BELOW  Not only does Icon boast one of the best pools aboard a superyacht, she also has a stunning Jacuzzi / sunpad area on her sundeck


